The Writer’s Craft

An aura of kindness
surrounds us all
making us feel completely safe
and secure with ourselves
and with each other.

We the people who write
the poets and poetesses
of the world
put our mark, our being
to paper with pencil or pen
bringing extreme life to blank pages.

We use words to create
images of many things
perhaps ordinarily dull
Yet, not so with our
creative word usage
We craft stories
both fantasy and reality based
true to our lives, our feelings
our reasons for being.

These poems,
These wonderful works of art
we like to share with others
often pondering how others
perceive the things that we write.

These writings, however they may be conceived
or however they may truly be
are a part of us that makes us whole
They are in fact our autograph to the world
This is my mark, this is my autograph.
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